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Back to the Front  A Happy Christmas 
Fotsam:  What about  the herd of goats planned for the cliff tops ! 
Jetsam:   Well,- I guess that it is truly indicative of a nanny state ! 
. 

Are you concerned about ‘Chelsea chariots’- 4x4s with darkened  
windscreens, parking all-too-frequently, right outside your house, 
which makes it difficult for you to get your car into your driveway?    
Do you fume when open-backed wagons, more akin to backwoods 
lumberjacking in Canada, and builders’ trucks park on pavements ?   
Does your blood pressure rise when garden rubbish is dumped on 
footpaths, and in avoiding this, you tread in some unmentionables ? 
 

Is council tax too high, are there too many wheelie bin collections ? 
Why are BTmen always seemingly digging up the same pavements; 
& thinly disguised mobilemasts incapable of improving reception ? 
In order to induce sleep do you count the number of missing trees ? 
Do you fondly recollect Poole’s dolphins in the haven approaches? 
Have you interesting local histories, and personal tales to recount ? 
. 

Then drop us a ‘Cockle’ with your legally printable observations, 
and letters of commentary, of stories,  & community news interest: 
to  ~     OSS  (Cockle Newsdesk) PO Box 6544, Poole BH14 4BA 
. 

Write The Cockle at the bottom left hand corner of your envelope 
so this indicates your expressed permission for printing of material 
> in its entirety.. > or as an extract recognising editorial discretion. 
[Please enclose an sae if you request a personal response as well.]  
. 
We will try to dedicate space to both letters & your replies to these 
in order to stimulate a worthwhile dialogue of subject matter which  
is relevant to you, & is the essence of community-based magazines. 
.      ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Future editions of ‘The Cockle’ may include (in no specific order), 
alongside the array of topical /popular news items:  
• Amenities & facilities within our Dorset Lake Area 
• Celebrating significant local historical connections 
• Perspectives on local wildlife and the environment 
• The changing seafront and access to our foreshores 
• The provision of utilities & services in our locality   
• The structure and operations of the local authority... 
. 
Note: Supporting ‘The Cockle’ by advertising is most welcome. 
Generous rates are available on  application: Contact as above,  
with a copy of your usual logo and your specific requirements, 
or email all this directly to -  harryalexander@btconnect.com  
* Meanwhile thanks to advertisers,  contributors & all our readers * *So watch this space* 
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Dorset Lake Residents’ Association 

Our Dorset Lake Association was founded back in 1925 
to preserve the great natural beauty of the harbour, and 
the surrounding residential districts -from Sandbanks to 
Whitecliff, Parkstone & Penn Hill up to the railway line 
-  including Canford Cliffs and Lilliput. 
“Dorset Lake” is a very old name for Poole Harbour. 
 

The Association was to concern itself with housing and 
flat development, the preservation of cliffs and of trees,  
traffic & car parking, and all matters which essentially 
threaten the amenities of the district...   
* This remains true after more than 80 years... 
 

I joined the Committee in 1974, when most members 
were old enough to be my grandparents.  I think they 
looked upon me as a form of insurance for the future.  
After over 30 years I suppose they have been proved 
right.  Back in the 1970’s we faced similar challenges  
as today but fewer of them, and I recall such decisions 
being made in accordance with hard and fast rules.   
Today, decisions are often based on the interpretation 
placed on the “rules” by individuals, or by National 
Government policies which often amount to blackmail. 
 

In those days also, the Poole Council had a Borough 
Surveyor, Architect and Engineer, all able to provide 
professional advice to the elected Council members, 
town hall staff and residents. 

 The Cockle ~ Reflections              
 

The sun’s evening embers, 
anoint our harbour flows 

with their glowing embrace 
through absorbing rays. 

 

                                    ...and 
the cockle now ponders, 

on events so quickly passed 
- review of histories to pace 
swept along by tidal spates. 

   
The current notes to hand,      
recorded in dramatic hues 

by those with sense of space 
with volumes to comprehend. 

    ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Whilst serving on our DLRA Committee I have seen the formation of the Parkstone Residents 

Association (which is no longer with us),  Parkstone Bay Residents Association,  Sandbanks 

Association,  Chaddesley Ridge RAssoc.,  and the  Southern Poole Chairmen’s Liaison Group  
( - of which I was a founder member), all with the same aims as ourselves. In addition, the 

covenant holders for the Canford Cliffs Land Society and for the Elms Estate at Lilliput still 

rigorously endeavour to enforce the covenants drawn up for the benefit of the local residents. 
 

Matters on which the Association has concerned itself, with some considerable success, over 

the past 30 years, - include obtaining Conservation Area status for various parts of our area, 

obtaining locally listed status for  lamp posts along the harbour shore, - protecting Luscombe 

Valley from development (which at one time it might have become a car park), - preventing 

the Sandbanks Filling Station site (at the corner of Shore Road and Banks Road) from being 

redeveloped, with the help of a local benefactor it is now a garden, advising on the installation 

of groynes on the beach, the erosion of gardens in Panorama Road caused by the wash from  

ferries, & the protection of the cliffs at Canford Cliffs (part of Cliff Drive was closed by falls). 
               CONTD…. 



Ian Lewis 
email: lewisinlilliput@aol.com 

Roger Exall 
Flat 3, Minterne Grange 
24 Crichel Mount Road 
Poole BH14 8LU  

DORSET LAKE  
  RESIDENTS’  

ASSOCIATION  
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Committtee Members ~ Contact Details 
. 

President:           Mr H A Bowman  (Bertie)  
    Tel. 732321 
 

Chairman:           Mr Ian Lewis                             
    Tel. 706270 
 . 

Hon. Treasurer:  Mr Roger Exall                          
    Tel. 700183 
 . 

Minutes Sec.:      Mrs Barbara Cobb                    
    Tel. 700547 
.   

Committee:         Mr Harry Alexander      
     Fax 700086   
    .                            . 

                            Mr Ron Dyson                           
     Tel. 700376 
 . 

                            Dr Ray Hill                                 
                                  Tel. 707000 
 . 
                            Mr Ken Sanson            
                                 Tel. 708762 
 . 

                            Mrs Jenny Simpkin   
    Tel. 709156 
 

Mrs Mary Diprose 
 Tel: 708593 
 

Mr Graham New 
 * Webmaster  
 Tel: 740425 

 

            Mr  Peter Woodroffe  
 
* Welcome to new Com. Members: Mary, Graham & Peter 

Visit us on the website: 
www.dlra.org.uk 
 

- many thanks to Graham New -Webmaster 

 … We have also been very concerned about the longterm future of the Poole Pottery site !   
We have been successful in fighting the closure of Compton Acres Gardens, Haven Hotel, Har-
bour Heights Hotel, Sea Witch Hotel and Yacht Clubs along the harbour shore line from total 
re-development which would have resulted in a serous loss of amenities for the area.   
Other items covered include cycling along the promenade, objecting to the erection of mobile 
phone masts, objecting to par-gliding off the cliffs at Canford Cliffs, resisting the closure of 
Poole Park to through traffic, saving mature oak trees in Lagoon Road and parking in general. 
 

Currently your Association (with others) are in discussion with our local M.P. trying to stop 
back gardens being classed as brown field sites by National Government, working to retain 
local footpaths and, as ever, resisting the felling of mature trees and the re-development of sin-
gle dwelling sites with multiple homes where this is considered wholly inappropriate... 
 

Bertie Bowman - President Dorset Lake Residents Association 
         A Happy Christmas to You All 

Building & Structures: BoP Listing of Local Importance 
BoP publishes details of these which fall within two main categories: 
● Listed Buildings (Grade I, II* & II),  ● Buildings etc, of Local Importance 
. 

●With Listed Building Status, Sec of State gives 4 following criteria - 
Architectural Interest - Nat’ importance in design /decoration /craftmanship      
Historical Interest  - Nat’ importance in social /economic / cultural /military  
Close Historical Interest  - with nationally important people or events 
Group Value  - esp. where buildings comprise a set ~ square / model village 
(The BoP catalogues these in booklet form as ‘Listed Building in Poole’)  
●Buildings of local importance are listed in BoP website: Poole Plan    

        ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
The Celebrated Pillar Boxes of the Dorset Lake Area  
In our locality we are very fortunate to have 2 rare celebrities !   
These are traditional red, tall pillar boxes installed during 1936: 
Although Edward VIII abdicated before a coronation took place  
he reigned for a short period - during which time his portraiture  
appeared on stamps & coinage, and his royal insignia E VIII R was 
adopted  to replace his father George V GR on pillar boxes etc.    
During this time, it is recorded that only 161 such pillar boxes         
were installed, with some still surviving  - including our  two ! 
(Only one wall ‘Ludlow’ Ed VIII box remains - at Bawdsey in Suffolk ) 
. 
* So, of the circa 115,000 PO boxes currently in existence today,  
ours are regarded as being worthy of a listing of local importance. 
These are located ►at the junction of Overlinks and Links Road 
                          ►by the former Post Office site on Lilliput Rd  
The old post office there, is BoP listed as an  important building , 
and a red telephone kiosk adjacent makes this a significant group.    
.   

A PO letter box was trialled in Jersey - 1852 by Anthony Trollope       
and there was a 150th. birthday celebration by a set of UK stamps.    
Another commemoration has recently involved the oldest working 
pillar box which is @ Barn’s Cross, Dorset near Bishop’s Caundle.   
*This uniquely surviving hexagonal pillar box dates back to 1856. 
(A 1859 wall mounted VR  specimen is at the house of Charles Dickens)  
 . 

Over the years, in all there have been some 365 design variations  
of the cast iron boxes. There have been other materials also used.  
. 

Many old pillar boxes which were taken out of service were sold,   
so there are both extensive museum * & some private collections,  
together with a large mouthballed lot in Hackney PO warehouse ! 
The practice of making old boxes available for sale ended in 2003 
- those now taken out of service are relocated on housing projects.    
.    ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Sadly, we have lost the services of Adrian Borrill on the DLRA Committee 

who was involved in various aspects of conservation / listing of buildings. 
We send him our thanks and wish him, (and Veronica) well for the future. 
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These mid- Victorian  
hexagonal pillar boxes  
in/around the Taunton   
Area aka ‘Butt’ boxes’ 
- so called after maker 
at  Kingsholm, Glous 

For a superb collection* 
Taunton Deane Museum   

Bishop’s Caundle Box 

Our local, ‘Edward VIII’ 
 Post boxes with insignia         



High Tides for Poole ? 
This Autumn, the highest tides along our Poole shorelines 
have been significant -but thankfully without storm surges. 
There has been much critical comment in the media about 
the expense of augmenting our beaches with dredged sands. 
However, even with the extra volume, the high water mark 
has been regularly reached at the Haven and Midway again. 
Without all the harbour defences constructed over the years 
- the low lying areas would most likely have been breached. 
 

There has also been a strong tide in the construction of flats 
around our locality -with little relevance to the Poole Plan ! 
Such developments have been accompanied by a festooning 
of flagpoles & advertisement hoardings despite BoP byelaws. 
Perhaps our Enforcement Team will now tackle with these ? 
 

 In his excellent article, Bertie has referred to the successes, 
and to the many issues which for the most part are ongoing: 
The Cockle trilogy, on Change and its Historical Perspective 
considered the impact development is having on our locality, 
- thus threatening the very nature / identity of the whole area. 
The ‘massing’ on the Beehive site certainly testifies to this ! 
A degree of change is mostly inevitable & can be very unsettling. 

The change in emphasis within 
the Borough of Poole literature: 
- Might this be reflective of the 
shifts in perspective of our area 
from an ‘oasis’ of  tranquillity ?    

 
 

The Cutting Edge(s) 
Recent warnings have emanated from BoP’s 
Enforcement unit headed by Darryl Howells 
concerning teams posing as tree contractors. 
- These have been operating within S Poole, 
claiming bogus entitlement & accreditation. 
There has been no regard for conservation, 
or for any existing tree preservation orders. 
Not only is their work of appalling quality, 
but such operators do not have PLinsurance. 
They join the ranks of disreputable traders, 
who especially prey upon senior residents… 
If you are approached, or are aware of  men 

working close by then contact Out-of-Hours 

BoP Enforcement Officer on 0800 506050 
These measures are finally in place 24 x 7, 
to provide cover out-of-hours & weekends.   
. 
DLRA welcomes prospected  intervention ! 
Also, we must all play our part in being ever 
vigilant & mindful of other such problems. 
Keep a log of exact location, time and date, 
any vehicle registration & name /phone no., 
note description & sketch of the allegation, 
take a photograph of alleged contravention 
~ but do not trespass so causing an offence.  
. 

Enforcement, itself, has become potentially 
a difficult proposition where the threat/level 
of fines does not equate with the profits that 
‘opportunists’ expect to accrue, and thereby 
fail miserably to act as effective deterrents. 
Now, with a new raft of significant fines etc. 
- all this hopefully is anticipated to change. 
 

Yet, many contradictions have a propensity 

to re-surface, to challenge new assertions ! 
One site has received considerable attention 
& publicity, which has now been rekindled. 
Allegedly, this has featured prominently in 
terms of enforcement(s), with controversies 
arising from ‘conservation’ and its location: 

   michael… 

 

Hairdressing 
              Cutting & colouring 

   

    at its best with 

 

   individuality  &  flair 

 

        Woven colour experts 
 

 01202 735 903 
  137a Commercial Road 
         Lower Parkstone  Poole 

Contd... 
Other planning issues which often come to 
the fore are amendments & resubmissions. 
The progressive alterations, and reviewing 
of planning applications might potentially 
lead to a proposal being so distorted from   
the original submission that it is perceived 
as being  very radically changed /different. 
This may give rise to complaints that any 
subsequent tracking is almost impossible ! 
.. 

Even the better informed, and more aware 
of us would find this task often perplexing: 
So residents within Avalon and elsewhere,  
have been concerned about the eventual 

outcome of the development on the corner 

of Dorset Lake A.which is well underway. 
Such points have also been raised about 

the  reconfiguring of the 2 rest homes on 
Sandbanks Road as a more extensive unit. 
. 

Bournemouth BC is addressing many issues 
of subsequent amendments / resubmissions   
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Engaging local ways: Borough of Poole’s ROWIP 
   

Ian Campbell had a long association with our DLRA area:  
He became a famous national campaigner for public rights, 
whilst his love /interest in Poole and its tantalising harbour 
influenced him to stand here as a parliamentary candidate. 
Poignantly, his passing away in August, coincided with the  
time that the Open Spaces Society (the oldest environmental      

UK charitable group - of which he was former National Secretary)  
was considering its stakeholder response to BoP’s ROWIP...  
The document is a combined draft prepared by Bournemouth 
and Poole to the national Rights of Way Improvement Plans. 
Ian would certainly have carped at the abbreviation ROWIP! 
 

The drafting process has now passed from its 47 page format  
to incorporate reaction /responses of key stakeholder groups 
- quite a mammoth  undertaking for the Councils & for some 
30 organisations, inc: the Environmental Agency, Sustrans, PHC, 
English Nature/ Heritage (now Natural England), Greenlink,   
+ representatives of rambling, riding, cycling, and disability access.  
 

Consultation is now being extended to Local Residents Assocs. 
before it reaches public consultation by Feb ’07 for 10 weeks.   
It will build upon the 1989 Statements for the Definitive Map,  
which are incomplete - having missed much -  eg cycleways.  
 

The process of engagement will take into account the current 
state of affairs, and plan for improvements and future needs...   
 

This includes consideration not only of traditional footpaths  
and bridleways, but a plethora of other types, and categories 
that range from short cuts, to byways open to all traffic (BOAT),    
and encompasses paths in built-up areas, alleys & cycleways;  
but excludes pavements aka ‘footways’, and the road system.   
The Domesday aim is to complete the UK’s registers by 2026 ! 
 

In the meantime, Dorset CC is noted for being progressive in   
the development of council  policy & its recording of ROWIP: 
It aspires to being  proclaimed the Finest County for Walking. 
Also, BoP & Bournemouth are committed to interfacing with 
each other, as well as to working alongside adjacent councils    
to achieve coordination, especially on longer distance routes. 
 

This significantly prospects essential provision for the circular 
Poole Harbour Trail - conjointly for cyclists, riders and walkers  
 

Extract for South Poole is taken 
from the Definitive Map of 1989  

Please note: 
Recently, we have wished Beverley Lagden PROW officer for Poole
good luck, & welcomed Adrian Kemp who is giving maternity cover

In the UK there is a strong tradition of public rights of way...  
which is the envy of many Mediterranean places & the USA. 
Over the years, as with other of our traditions, we have come   
to take these for granted - and complain when they are gone, 
or are affected by gating, incursions, obstructions & misuse:  
- neglect, litter, fly-tipping, illegal parking, trail biking, etc. 
Open Spaces Society actively campaigns against these issues,  
working closely with council Public Rights of Way  Officers,  
as well as local residents assoc. /other representative groups. 
 

Within Poole & B’mth, with an approx. population of 412,000,     
and  with 8½ million visitors per annum to the overall region, 
there are only some recorded 89 km of public rights of way ~   
with 33% of these subjected to obstructions + encroachments. 
There are 126 km of cycleway to be added to definitive maps, 
*substantial areas of the boroughs not yet assessed /recorded 
 (- unrecorded areas of 14.73 km² exist in the heart of Poole), 
misalignments not corrected, and missing ways to be noted… 
In total, it is calculated that Poole & B’mth have 0.21 metres 
of public rights of way per head of population, - whilst Dorset  
with its population of just 390,000+  has 11.53m per person.   
 

[OS maps are not regarded as‘definitive’ maps - for narrower paths 
  and those routed over very short distances are variously omitted...]  
 

With limitations on local authority finances, the councils often 
struggle to keep up with the needs for maintenance and repair. 
- Bournemouth adopts an incremental  approach, - whilst BoP   
focuses upon a rolling programme during May and October...  
This Autumn’ 06, FP65 Anthonys Ave.- Lilliput Rd.received attention 
 

Much speculation also surrounded proposals /options for FP47   
Flambard Steps - Penn Hill where developers wanted diversion 
options to be put in place in order to join together two plots... 
These options, which caused both time & expense, were later 
rejected at the open area meeting after strong representation/s.  
 
 

The ROWIP is being considered at the same time as a national 
initiative (from the Millennium) - ‘DISCOVERING LOST WAYS’.  

It is recalled by residents that  there was a time in the 1950s, 
when one could walk from Poole Park /Whitecliff localities 
along footpaths, tracks & open spaces away from busy roads     
right through to Flaghead Chine & Sandbanks, or Canford C, 
and in doing so only cross 3 main roads, before coming back  
by entirely different ways, with again only 3 crossing points! 
In an age where a car prevails, and road safety is paramount,   

Recently, we have wished Beverley Lagden PROW officer for Poole 
welcomed Adrian Kemp who is giving maternity cover 


